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Executive Summary 
 

The Talking Power online engagement website provided the primary mechanism for general 
community members to obtain information and provide feedback on the 2020-25 Regulatory Reset 
engagement project. This broad customer feedback will be used to support and compliment the 
feedback received through multiple engagement opportunities with representative stakeholders. 
 

Engagement project was open for feedback from 1 August to 8 December 2017.   
 
Purpose of the engagement 
 

• Provide information on SA Power Networks’ role in the South Australian electricity system 
and the Regulatory Reset project. 

• Provide all customers with the opportunity to engage with SA Power Networks in the 
development of the Draft Tariff Structure Statement and the Draft 2020-25 Regulatory 
proposal. 

• Provide diverse opportunities for feedback on engagement themes: network reliability, 
outage communications and network of the future. 

• Report back on face-to-face engagement activities through Talking Power communications 
channels so online communities understand the views of fellow participants. 

 
Engagement techniques & tools 
 

Engagement themes were planned from September-November 2017, with discussion forums, quick 
polls and map tools addressing: 

• September – network reliability. 

• October – outage communications. 

• November – network of the future 
 

All quick poll and discussion forum questions were reviewed by UniSA Institute for Choice to ensure 
impartiality. 
 

Top line findings 
 

From 1 August to 8 December 2017 a total of 1,396 people registered with Talking Power.  

Actions Participation 

Registrations 1,396 

Visited the project page or tool  1,770 

Viewed a photo  112 

Downloaded a document  13 

Visited the Key Dates page  134 

Visited multiple project pages  414 

Used an engagement tool  336 
 

Engagement 
Registered 

participants 
Unverified 

participants* 
Anonymous 
participants 

Participated in Quick Poll 126 4 173 

Contributed to a Forum 41   

Asked a question 9   

Placed a pin on Map Tool 50 3  
*An unverified participant is not registered with the Talking Power database, however they provided their email address. 
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What did we hear? 
 

Network reliability 

Poll findings: 

• 71% are aware that SA Power Networks relies on customers to report outages on the 

network. 

• 58% believe 1-2 is an acceptable number of unplanned outages per year. 

• 36% believe 1-2 hours is an acceptable length for a single unplanned outage. 

Themes referenced in comments: 

• Modern electricity provider/system should detect faults automatically. 

• Prefer to text/call when power goes down and save on infrastructure/bills. 

• Some regional locations have limited phone/radio network to report faults. 

Example forum comments:  

• “A modern and technology aware power provider should be able to tell when a system or 

section goes down. You shouldn't need us to tell you, you should already know that 

something is wrong.” 

• “Modern tech cost money, do you want your bill to go up even more, to fund this idea. It's 

not hard to make a phone call to report it.” 

• “I would far rather pay (not that I do pay) to send a text message to my provider or make a 

phone call than have them amortise a couple of hundred dollars in tech per house and a few 

million dollars at the office across my bill.” 

• “I work in the more remote part of the state and they’re not a huge amount of phone 

service (mobile) or radio networks.” 
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Map tool findings: 

• 72% of people found reliability of electricity to their home or business to be good or 

excellent. 

1 (extremely poor) 2 (poor) 3 (neutral) 4 (good) 5 (excellent) 

4% 14% 10% 44% 28% 

 

Outage communications 

Poll findings: 

• 67% receive Power@MyPlace messages 

• 73% prefer to hear from SA Power Networks via SMS/text in an unplanned outage  

• 54% have used the online power outage reporting tool on SA Power Networks’ website  

• Forum discussion 
 

Forum discussion: 
 

• Overall feedback received demonstrated strong support for the use of SMS for outage 
communications in discussion.  

• Suggested improvements to this service include: 

• Allow SMS replies 

• More info provided on outage cause 

• Support registration of more than one number per household 

• Improve accuracy of information provided. 
 

Example forum comments: 

• “What would be very useful is knowledge of the cause for the disruption, as this will provide 

some insight into the possible length of the disruption.  The explanation can be simple, 

storm damage, fallen tree, motor vehicle accident, vandalism to infrastructure, wire 

damage, bushfire in location, etc.” 

• “Accurate information on the expected length of time for power restoration would be very 

useful.  Past notifications always indicate a long period of time, if the disruption is going to 

be a long time, I would need to put in place alternative arrangements, particularly for 

refrigerated goods.  The earlier I know this the sooner I can set things up.” 

• “The current SMS/email notifications cannot be replied to, perhaps include a means for 

enabling consumer replies.” 

• “Should be able to register more than one SMS address for a household.” 

• “SMS is good - and progress reports are very helpful - especially if you have unexpected 

delays in power coming back on.” 

• “Transparency and clarity is always helpful.” 

Map tool findings: 

1 (extremely poor) 2 (poor) 3 (neutral) 4 (good) 5 (excellent) 

0% 17% 33% 50% 0% 
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Response rate was very low for this tool, but findings indicate that communications during 

unplanned outages could be improved. 

Network of the future 

This topic attracted, by far, the most interest. 
 
Poll findings: 

• 69% have Solar PV 

• 40% rated the following as being most important feature of a solar system ‘I can sell my 

surplus energy to make money’ 

• 69% rated the following as being most important feature of a solar system ‘It reduces the 

amount of energy I need to buy from retailers’ 

• 4% have battery storage 

 

Forum discussion: 
 

• A diverse range of topics were raised in forum discussions 

• Some popular themes included:   

• Consumers looking for alternative, independent energy solutions eg solar panels and 
battery 

• Should be investigating more home generation and storage solutions 

• Lack of equity with solar – less users paying for the network 

• People that rent can’t afford to own solar 

• Subsidies, incentives and rebates should be made available for solar and batteries 

• More smart meters required 

• Like to see is a non-profit co-operative set up that solar panel owners can join and as 
one entity collectively bid in the energy market  

• More EV charging points needed around the State 
 

Example forum comments: 

• “My solution is to get the government involved in another subsidised scheme like the solar 

rebate but with battery storage at home.” 

•  “Increasingly the cost of poles and wires will have to be met by less people and the cost of 

power to those without solar may become prohibitive.” 

• “Smart meters make a lot of sense as we do not need to have dishwashers, washing 

machines etc. to run during peak demand times.” 

• “It's obvious that decentralisation of power generation is a good thing for the power 

network, (I hesitate to call it a grid for a reason), instead of throwing away generated 

electricity how about storage options - and no not batteries - something bigger like pumped 

hydro.” 

• “The future is undoubtedly going to include home PV, Home battery storage and electric 

vehicle battery storage. The integration of those three will be vital to the success of our 

future grid.” 

• “Perhaps these aren't the only possible solutions? Perhaps a more community-connected 

solution is possible, eg. requiring some local energy storage in each block or area? So the 

whole community becomes more resilient.” 
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• “Are we just getting rid of fuel stations and replace with power on the pump will this 

increase or decrease jobs?” 

• “Friends have just purchased a fully electric car but can't drive it beyond the metro area as 

limited charging points are available.” 

 
Map tool findings: 

• Feedback numbers on this tool were low. 

• 81% of respondents have solar. 

• 90% of respondents would like a battery. 
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1. Engagement Approach 
 
The Talking Power online engagement website provided the primary mechanism for general 
community members, as opposed to representative stakeholders, to obtain information and provide 
feedback on the 2020-25 Regulatory Reset engagement project. 
 
Purpose of the engagement 
 

• Provide information on SA Power Networks’ role in the South Australian electricity system 
and the Regulatory Reset project. 

• Provide all customers with the opportunity to engage with SA Power Networks in the 
development of the Draft Tariff Structure Statement and the Draft 2020-25 Regulatory Reset 
Proposal. 

• Provide diverse opportunities for feedback on engagement themes: network reliability, 
outage communications and network of the future. 

• Report back on face to face engagement activities through Talking Power communication 
channels so online communities understand the views of fellow participants. 

 
Promotions 
 

A number of promotional campaigns were delivered, with the objective of growing the participant 
database numbers. Promotions included: 

• Facebook post on SA Power Networks facebook page (80,000 likes) 

• Facebook advert, targeting both metro Adelaide and SA regional centres 

• In-Daily email banner 

• Power@My Place database email invitation 

• Advert in The Senior 

• Email invitation to 2016 Talking Power mailing llist 

• Email invitation to SA Power Networks Reference Groups and participants in the Directions 
Workshops, held across SA during August2017 

• General promotion through Stakeholder Engagement team email networks 
 
Registration incentives were offered in the form of 3 x iPad Pros, with two random prize draws that 
included registered participants (September and December 2017). 
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Engagement techniques & tools 
 
Engagement themes were planned from September-November, with discussion forums, quick polls 
and map tools addressing: 

• September – reliability 

• October – outage communications 

• November – future networks. 
 
Information tools utilised: 

• Home page -  overview of updates and engagement opportunities, updated regularly 
(typically on a fortnightly basis) 

• News feed - project updates and engagement tool promotions. Approximately 2 news 
stories provided per week 

• Photo gallery – visuals of face to face engagement activities posted in the gallery soon after 
the activity was held 

• Document library – key documents, presentations, reports and summary infographics loaded 
into the library in a timely manner 

• Newsletters – regular email newsletters sent to the participant database at 2-3 week 
intervals.  Information feature: invitations to participate in online engagement tools, 
updates on engagement outcomes, Talking Power films and short stories on face to face 
engagement activities 

• Key dates – lists dates of Reset engagement activities. 
 
Engagement tools utilised: 

• Discussion forums – Discussion questions were posted by the Talking Power team. 
Participants can post a written response, respond to fellow participants posts and ‘agree’ or 
‘disagree’ with each other’s commentary. A new discussion form was launched every month. 
Registered participants are able to use this tool. Unverified participants can view. 

• Quick polls – Multiple choice poll tool, which upon completion provides a summary graph or 
overall poll outcomes, so people can see how their views compared to others. New polls 
added each month. Anonymous users were permitted to use this tool. 

• Q&A – Participants submit questions. SA Power Networks staff respond publicly or privately, 
depending on the nature of the question. Anonymous users permitted to use this tool. 

• Map tool – Participants placed a pin on a map and responded to simple survey questions via 
multiple choice and comment field. A different map theme was launched every month. 
Anonymous users were permitted to use this tool. 
 

All quick poll and discussion forum questions were reviewed by UniSA Institute for Choice to ensure 
impartiality. 
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2. Engagement Outcomes 
 

 

Phase 2 – In-Depth online engagment project was open from 1 August to 8 December.  Following is a 

summary of engagement particiaption, outcomes and feedback received. 

2.1 Overall participation 
 

From 1 August to 8 December a total of 1,396 people registered with Talking Power.  

Sign up rates were generally steady, with significant spikes expereinced after the following: 

• Power@My Place promotional email invitaiton 

• Promotional post on SA Power Networks facebook page  

• iPad prize draw campaigns (September and December) 

Participation summary 

Actions  Participation 

Registrations 1,396 

Visited the project page or tool  1,770 

Viewed a photo  112 

Downloaded a document  13 

Visited the Key Dates page  134 

Visited multiple project pages  414 

Used an engagement tool  336 
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Engagement summary 

Actions 
Registered 

participants 
Unverified 

participants* 
Anonymous 
participants 

Participated in Quick Poll 126 4 173 

Contributed to a Forum 41   

Asked a question 9   

Placed a pin on Map Tool 50 3  
*An unverified participant is not registered with the Talking Power database, however they provided their email address. 

Tool summary 

Tool Name Visitors 
Registered 

participants 
Unverified 

participants 
Anonymous 
participants 

Discussion 
forum 

Network of the future discussion 136 10 0 0 

Discussion 
forum 

How reliable is your electricity 
supply?  

28 4 0 0 

Discussion 
forum 

Future Network - emerging 
challenges with solar 

319 24 0 0 

Discussion 
forum 

Outage communications discussion 
forum 

48 8 0 0 

Map tool Map your future network 54 10 1 0 

Map tool 
Map your outage communications 
experience 

72 6 0 0 

Map tool Map your reliability experience 98 39 2 0 

Q&A tool Ask a question 71 9 0 0 

Quick poll Do you have Solar? 103 26 2 73 

Quick poll 
What is an acceptable number of 
unplanned outages per year? 

113 46 3 62 

Quick poll 
What is an acceptable length for a 
single unplanned outage? 

121 52 3 64 

Quick poll 
In an unplanned outage how do you 
prefer to communicate with SA 
Power Networks? 

123 28 2 90 

Quick poll 
How did you find out about Talking 
Power? 

124 47 3 72 

Quick poll 
Are you aware that SA Power 
Networks relies on customers to 
report outages on the network?  

153 75 4 72 

Quick poll 

On a scale of 1-5 (1 being least 
important and 5 being most 
important) how important is the 
following feature of a solar system: I 
can sell my surplus energy to make 
money. 

53 15 2 35 

Quick poll 

On a scale of 1-5 (1 being least 
important and 5 being most 
important) how important is the 
following feature of a solar system: it 
reduces the amount of energy I need 
to buy from retailers. 

54 14 2 37 
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Quick poll 

Do you receive Power@MyPlace 
messages (SA Power Networks’ 
SMS/email service providing 
customers with information about 
the power at their property/ies)? 

77 18 2 55 

Quick poll 
Have you used the online power 
outage reporting tool on SA Power 
Networks’ website?  

85 19 2 62 

Quick poll Do you have a household battery? 89 32 2 54 
*An unverified participant is not registered with the Talking Power database, however they provided their email address. 
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2.2 Quick poll  
 

Participation summary 

Actions  Participation 

Number of polls 11 

Visited polls 1,095 

Contributors 303 
 

A total of 11 quick polls were provided, added monthly, and kept open for the duration of the online 

consultation project. 

1,095 people visited and 303 people contributed to the quick polls. Responses per question ranged 

from 53-152 people. 

Summary of poll findings 

• 51% of people found out about Talking Power via email 

• 71% are aware that SA Power Networks relies on customers to report outages on the 

network 

• 36% believe 1-2hours is an acceptable length for a single unplanned outage 

• 58% believe 1-2 is an acceptable number of unplanned outages per year. 

• 67 % receive Power@MyPlace messages. 

• 73% prefer to hear from SA Power Networks via SMS/text in an unplanned outage  

• 54% have used the online power outage reporting tool on SA Power Networks’ website  

• 40% rated the following as being most important feature of a solar system: I can sell my 

surplus energy to make money. 

• 69% rated the following as being most important feature of a solar system: It reduces the 

amount of energy I need to buy from retailers. 

• 69% have Solar 

• 4% have a household battery. 

 

Poll feedback 
 

1. How did you find out about Talking Power?  

Total respondents: 123 

• Email 51%  

• Social media 19%  

• Website 16%  

• Other 7%  

• From a friend 4%  

• Workshop 2%  

• Newspaper 1%  

• Yorke Peninsula Field Days 1%  
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2. Are you aware that SA Power Networks relies on customers to report outages on the network?  

Total respondents: 152 

• 70 % Yes 

• 30 % No 

 

 

3. What is an acceptable length for a single unplanned outage? 

Total respondents: 120 

• 1-2 hours 36%  

• Half an hour to 1 hour 29%  

• Less than half an hour 16%  

• 2-4 hours 15%  

• Zero 2%  

• 4-8 hours 2%  

• 8 hours + 1%  

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Website

Email

Workshop

From a friend

Newspaper

Social media

Adelaide Show

Yorke Peninsula Field Days

Riverland Field Days

Other

Yes
70%

No
30%
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4. What is an acceptable number of unplanned outages per year? 

Total respondents: 112 

• 1-2   58%  

• 2-4   21%  

• None   16%  

• 4-6   4%  

• 6+   1% 

 

 

5. Do you receive Power@MyPlace messages (SA Power Networks’ SMS/email service providing 

customers with information about the power at their property/ies)?  

Total respondents: 76 

• 67% Yes 

• 33% No 

Less than 
half an hour

16%

Half an 
hour to 1 

hour
29%

1-2hrs
36%

2-4 hours
15%

4-8 hours
1%

8 hours +
1%

Zero
2%

None
16%

1-2
58%

2-4
21%

4-6 4% 6+ 1%
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6. In an unplanned outage how do you prefer to communicate with SA Power Networks?  

Total respondents: 122 

• SMS/text 73%  

• Phone call 12%  

• Website 9%  

• Email 3%  

• Social media 2%  

• Letterbox drop 1%  

• In person 0%  

 

 
 

7. Have you used the online power outage reporting tool on SA Power Networks’ website?  

Total respondents: 84 

• 54 % Yes 

• 46 % No 

Yes
67%

No
33%

SMS/text
73%

Email
3%

Website
9%

Social 
media 2%

Phone 
call
12%

Letterbox 
drop 1%

In person
0%
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8. On a scale of 1-5 (1 being least important and 5 being most important) how important is the 

following feature of a solar system: I can sell my surplus energy to make money. 

Total respondents: 53 

1 
(least important) 

2 3 4 5 
(most important) 

4% 8% 17% 32% 40% 

 

9. On a scale of 1-5 (1 being least important and 5 being most important) how important is the 

following feature of a solar system: it reduces the amount of energy I need to buy from retailers. 

Total respondents: 54 

1 
(least important) 

2 3 4 5 
(most important) 

0% 0% 9% 22% 69% 

 

10. Do you have Solar? 

Total respondents: 102 

• 69% Yes 

• 31% No 

 

Yes
54%

No
46%

Yes
69%

No
31%
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11. Do you have a household battery? 

Total respondents: 90 

• 96% No 

• 4% Yes 

  

Yes
4%

No
96%
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2.3 Discussion forum  
 

Discussion forums were released every month and open for comment for a period of eight weeks. 

Participation summary 

Actions  Participation 

Number of discussion forums 5 

Visitors 531 

Contributors 41 

Contributions (comments or 
votes) 

82 

Comments 46 

Votes 66 

 
 

Forum 1 - Future Network - emerging challenges with solar 
 
Participation: 

• 24 people contributed  

• 30 comments  

• 23 votes 

Forum question 

The Jones family, featured in the Future Networks film below, want to increasingly take control of 
how and when they use energy, and where they get it from. They are considering rooftop solar. 

View film here. 

If the Jones’ invest in solar, we would typically expect them to save around $500 each year by 
reducing the amount of energy they need to buy from their retailer. They could also earn between 
$200 - $500 from energy they sell to their retailer depending on the current feed-in tariff offers.  We 
call this energy ‘exports’. All up, they may save between $700 and $1,000 on their bill. 

The near future may see 50% of houses in SA being powered by rooftop solar, or other non-
traditional electricity generation sources. Rooftop solar isn’t controllable like large power stations, 
and if exports get too high it can put the overall reliability of the power system at risk.  

We are considering ways to deal with this emerging issue of the network reaching its limit to support 
more solar exports, and have posted 3 possible solutions below.  

1. Not allow exports from new installations. This means new solar customers will not be able to 
earn money from exports. This will be cost neutral to all customers.  

2. Make network investments (for example, network upgrades, interconnectors and storage) to 
enable customers to continue to export energy as they currently do. This may increase costs 
to all customers by several hundred dollars per year. 

https://youtu.be/oxabmEqXu0M
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3. Require new solar installations to have some level of monitoring and control. This may 
increase up-front costs to new solar customers by a few hundred dollars, and may reduce 
their ability to earn money from exports by a small amount. 

What do you see as being the best solution to this issue? And why?  

Feedback 

Discussion was extremely diverse. 

Six comments were made that referenced support of option 3 - require new solar installations to 
have some level of monitoring and control. 

One comment was made that referenced support of option 2 - make network investments (for 
example, network upgrades, interconnectors and storage) to enable customers to continue to export 
energy as they currently do. 

Some popular themes raised in discussion included:   

• Should be investigating more storage solutions 

• More smart meters required 

• Subsidies, incentives and rebates should be made available for solar and batteries 

• Lack of equity with solar – less users paying for the network 

Full comments 

Future Network - emerging challenges with solar Author Posted  Agree Disagree 

New domestic power generation and storage installations should be 
equipped with smart network communication and control. In normal 
mode, a domestic user would aim to import more power when the 
spot price is cheapest and would aim to export more power when 
the spot price is highest. In override mode, the electricity authority 
would have the power to seize control of both supply and demand 
but have to pay the consumer for doing so. cnettle 

13 Nov 
2017 3 0 

Solution 1 is a waste of a renewable resource, storing that excess 
power may cost on the initial purchase of battery's but surely having 
that excess solar stored at a low cost must be better than creating 
power with gas. 
 
Solution 2 is the best but it doesn't make sense as to why it would 
cost customers more on their bills as spending money on the grid 
and having more storage will be better money spent than more 
power stations, we are already overpaying for our electricity now so 
there must be enough money to fund this. 
 
Solution 3 may be a good alternative to solution 2 if it actually works 
 
My solution is to get the government involved in another subsidised 
scheme like the solar rebate but with battery storage at home 
instead and have all future solar installations to be battery ready 
inverters as we had no idea that most do not work with battery's 
until it was installed, also it takes way too long to change the digital 
meter to work with solar, so far it's been close to a month and still Beno08 

12 Nov 
2017 2 0 
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at least another 2 weeks wait, this whole setup with the retailer/ sa 
power networks and the national metering database is a mess 

Solution 1 appears to be a negative investment for new solar 
customers. 
 
Solution 2 to improve the network makes sense as the network is 
many years old, provided the network is improved so as to meet the 
changing technologies of the future.  Every good business improves 
their processes and procedures and equipment to keep pace with 
market demand or ceases to operate.  The customer should not be 
paying for business improvement. 
 
Solution 3 seems to be a negative investment for new customers. 
The best solution would be a win win situation for electricity 
customers and the network. 
 
To encourage the storage of electricity for use when sustainable 
production of electricity is low. 
 
Therefore solution 2 needs to incorporate storage of electricity from 
sustainable production, battery technology needs to be developed 
and improved to enable the running of normal household 
appliances. 
 
My thoughts are a combination of individual production (rooftop 
solar panels) and storage (battery) in conjunction with the network 
supply and storage, to meet the electricity usage demands 
throughout the State. Jay9 

21 Nov 
2017 2 0 

Question: What's the problem with exports being too high exactly? 
Customers are getting the benefits from exporting and if we can 
store solar that we generate ourselves, that is the ideal solution - to 
get off the grid. I am sure I don't understand enough about this 
whole thing but here is my two cents:I think the ultimate long-term 
goal should be to have all residential and commercial facilities 
generating (and operating from) their own battery-stored solar 
energy.  If this were to happen, then this would be a moot point. As 
to point 1: not allowing export from new installations: Essentially 
this means that getting solar on your roof is worthless as most 
people are not home to use solar at the time in which it is most 
beneficial. e.g. not home during the day to use the energy you 
generate from your system.  Definitely not in favour of this one 
unless you replace this with a heavily subsidized system that allows 
us to cheaply purchase storage batteries for our own properties.  
 

Hi Shazzm, thanks for your comments.  
 
We agree that it is good for customers to have solar and 
batteries – and to be self-sufficient using solar power which 
has been stored in their batteries. However, when too 
many customers export too much electricity into the 
network at the same time this can cause quality of supply 
issues (in particular voltage problems) which will negatively 
impact customers in the surrounding area. Some 
infrastructure upgrades, requiring additional investment, 
would be required to manage this, as referenced in option 
2 of our forum question.  
 shazzm 

27 Nov 
2017 2 0 
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Please let us know if you would like further information on 
this.  
 
Regards - the Talking Power team 

 

I prefer option 3, as it seems to be closest to the ideal option where 
consumers exporting to the grid could get paid in line with the 
wholesale price of power. This would make battery storage more 
economical for new solar customers, which if managed properly can 
will share the benefits amongst the whole community (lower power 
prices by reducing the peak wholesale rate) rather than just pushing 
up the price for non-solar owners.  

Kentim0
1 

27 Nov 
2017 2 0 

We need to have new builds install solar connectivity to keep the 
prices down and make them more affordable. 
Secondly, in rental agreements, how about landlords or their 
representatives including information about how a tenant can take 
advantage of the solar rebates or at least how they work.  I have 
anecdotal evidence this information was not provided and a tenant 
ended up with a much larger bill than anticipated. 

blackcat6
4013 

27 Nov 
2017 2 0 

ok, now I understand. If many people are generating more electricity 
than the existing system can handle then things could blow up. Yep. 
makes sense. When you say it that way, I think it's quite obvious 
from the stats in SA that pretty much the whole state will go solar 
when they can afford it so, the infrastructure has to be upgraded to 
cope with that. However, instead of spending money on 
infrastructure upgrades, how about spending that upgrade money 
on either subsidising or giving batteries to households so the spike 
will not happen..... 
 

Things wont actually 'blow up' (no need to panic!) but it 
could cause voltage issues for the surrounding area. We are 
currently exploring your battery suggesting in our 'Salisbury 
Trial'. The trial is exploring how residential solar and 
batteries might be an alternative to investing in a network 
upgrade in Adelaide, as well as providing insights into the 
network impacts of large-scale deployment of residential 
batteries.  100 customers in Salisbury received battery 
storage systems at a discounted price in exchange for 
providing SA Power Networks the ability to utilise the 
batteries on peak demand days for network support. 
Salisbury trial customers have enjoyed reduced bills and 
backup power, while we have deferred a $2.9M upgrade.  

Regards - the Talking Power team. 
 shazzm 

27 Nov 
2017 2 0 

Increasingly the cost of poles and wires will have to be met by less 
people and the cost of power to those without solar may become 
prohibitive. I find this particularly problematic because I do not have 
suitable roof space to install solar. Perhaps the best solution is to 
promote smaller community networks where generation, storage 
and sales are managed within the community jdavy 

27 Nov 
2017 1 0 

I agree- we can’t put solar panels on, but would be prepared to 
install batteries if there was a community option &amp; a payback 
period of, say, 7 yrs. 
 

Thanks for your comments JDavey and Kentim01. They are 
consistent with discussions we are having in various 

Kentim0
1 

28 Nov 
2017 1 0 
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consultative forums with stakeholders regarding how we 
can ensure fairness as more people invest in solar and 
other technologies.  We are also considering how 
community schemes might be supported to enable 
customers to share their resources with others.  
 
Regards - the Talking Power team. 

 

There are more opportunities than challenges.  All electricity 
generated locally is not affected by large transmission losses and can 
be used by electricity retailers. It is up to the retailer to find a way to 
manage to provide for storage (pumped hydro, compressed air, 
batteries etc.). Option 1 is totally unacceptable as it provides an easy 
survival mode for outdated fossil fuel technologies and has to be 
regarded as environmental vandalism. Most of the new solar power 
generated is sold into the grid for as little as 6 cents and sold on for 
close to 40  cents. Smart meters make a lot of sense as we do not 
need to have dishwashers, washing machines etc. to run during peak 
demand times. None of 3 so-called solutions are smart or in the 
public interest.  

duststor
m 

30 Nov 
2017 1 0 

For SAPN to remain in the market as the provider they need to 
adapt and change to new and emerging technologies by staying in 
the forefront. This is why SAPN should adopt option 2 and keep 
building the network to keep the customers happy, keep the 
lineman working and improving their skills and keep SAPN as a 
profitable business. I have no doubt that the cost of pad mount and 
pole top transformers with low voltage regulators and/or low 
voltage capacitor banks would outweigh the cost of losing 
customers who are constantly going off grid or with new supplies 
never connecting, it’s a no brainer for the customers when the cost 
to connect to the grid (with poles and transformers to be installed) 
costs more than a solar system with batteries and gas generated 
back up. But I’m sure the company has considered this already  Gully  

30 Nov 
2017 1 0 

A combination control (option 3) Export limitation, while offering 
incentives for storage and stored power when it’s needed. 
Something like Reposit. I think this could be the saving grace of the 
grid and ultimately save the death spiral from killing off the grid.  
 
There’s some good info about how it works here: 
https://energysa.net.au/energy-solutions/solar/storage/reposit/  Kraut 

07 Dec 
2017 1 0 

It's obvious that decentralisation of power generation is a good 
thing for the power network, (I hesitate to call it a grid for a reason), 
instead of throwing away generated electricity how about storage 
options - and no not batteries - something bigger like pumped 
hydro. That would even out the bumps in oversupply and high 
demand periods (summers). One on EP, one in the upper Spencer 
gulf, one in the Adelaide Hills somewhere and one in the southeast. Kelshy 

27 Nov 
2017 0 0 

I think the problem will be not that there is too much solar, that 
could be an issue more short term. If the feed in rate or even option 
to do so is removed, then more and more will take up storage 
options, meaning they take less and less from the grid. Sounds good, 
but then those who cannot have solar, for whatever reason, or are 
large uses of power will pay more and more in network and supply 
charges, as there will be more and more using less and less, yet the 
network costs will only keep going up. I’m imagining how much 
money comes in from a street of 20 homes. What happens when Subby 

27 Nov 
2017 0 0 
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there is only 1 home at the end of the street connected, will they 
want to pay 20 times what they are now? 

Adding Batteries will not fix the problem of high voltage. 
I currently have batteries that do not fully charge on sunny days 
because the voltage is too high from the grid from about 10 to 4 
daily because the grid is out of Australian Standard AS4777.1. and 
the batteries disconnect from the grid which increases the voltage 
to rise even more. Apparently, it is my fault the voltage is high (even 
at night but within the standard) and SAPN will do nothing to fix it. 
So just adding batteries will do nothing unless the grid is stable first. 
Adding solar in many cases adds to the stability of the grid but SAPN 
needs to control which areas/properties can help the grid and not 
just approve all applications of up to 10kws. I think SANP are 
changing this to 5kws. 
 
Different streets need different rules. 
 
There is not and will not be a problem of too much power as when 
this occurs the price will drop and companies will turn on big power 
using machines etc and others will fill their batteries for later use 
and retailer will reduce the feed-in tariff in the mid of the day.  It 
could be a good idea to move the off-peak hot water to a more 
flexible smart controlled time too to use any cheap power instead of 
peaking at night time. 
 
We need smart meters with smart pricing. It is very silly that I can 
charge my car or turn on the clothes dryer with no consideration of 
the wholesale price of power (Demand management) brettrob 

28 Nov 
2017 0 0 

I have batteries and if the voltage is too high the batteries 
disconnect from the grid and do not charge 
Approve rooftop solar on a property by property basis. 
Need smart meters with smart pricing. Demand management.  Off-
peak hot water when power is cheap. brettrob 

28 Nov 
2017 0 0 

Of these 3 rather inadequate options #3 would probably be the 
most sensible.  
 
The future is undoubtedly going to include home PV, Home battery 
storage and electric vehicle battery storage. The integration of those 
three will be vital to the success of our future grid.  
 
The long term plan must include better communication so the 
various sources of electricity can be adequately coordinated - rather 
than being a direct fee it may be more sensible to have companies 
like Reposit who have already developed the technology, and just 
gone live (today) in the ACT.  
 
PS I can’t believe this site has had so little publicity and engagement, 
is there any chance the closing date can be extended? 

 
Thanks for your comments RGML - we are happy to keep 
the engagement open for an additional week. Feel free to 
share information with friends and colleagues so they can 
get involved too!  
 
Regards - the Talking Power team. RGML 

28 Nov 
2017 0 0 
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#3 SEEMS THE BETTER ALTERNATIVE IN TODAY'S MARKET. In 
conjunction with batteries installed in homes. However reading the 
other comments its seems the problem is with the panels/ battery 
combination disconnecting at certain times of the day. Perhaps 
more research is needed in conjunction with better monitoring of 
the power being produced. Batteries are out of most peoples reach 
due to the high cost, so as I don’t have any myself I’m relying on 
comments posted. I think there has been a big rush on batteries 
without more research being done on the disconnection problem. 

BRUCE 
H****** 

01 Dec 
2017 0 0 

Perhaps these aren't the only possible solutions? Perhaps a more 
community-connected solution is possible, eg. requiring some local 
energy storage in each block or area? So the whole community 
becomes more resilient. This could come under #2 or could just be 
regulations that require local communities to communicate and 
work together, which would have other co-benefits. Also incorrect 
to think that large power stations are "controllable" at will and at 
speed. Distributed generation is going to be way more resilient. 
 
Don't forget nega-watts - i.e. educating consumers on energy saving 
and efficiency measures. astenhou 

05 Dec 
2017 0 0 

I think the solutions are wider than the above. 
I believe we need to head towards much more storage that is 
flexible and includes long term storage so that we can use all the 
generation that occurs. 
 
Eg hydrogen production and storage is just one example - or can we 
run the desal plant on this surplus power? 
 
There is the whole need to look at distributed power generation 
with relatively "thin" networks connecting them. We need to be 
able to re-imagine the whole system. Power networks may have a 
rather different role. They may actually need to carry less power as 
more is generated and used locally. This could reduce the overall 
cost of the networks. 
 
Certainly I believe it essential that all solar systems can export and 
share energy. No 1 is nonsense. 
 
I believe the cost in no 2 is being overstated. As we shift away from 
carbon based power - and we must for our children and 
grandchildren - storage will become a part of the whole process.  
Some of this will be in homes for self-use or as needed in the 
network eg Reposit et al.  As transport shifts to renewable energy 
too - and it must then storage will be created connected to that. 
The whole system needs to be encouraging storage. People with 
solar systems should receive some assistance in storing energy 
especially if they are then providing it when the network needs it - 
because then THEY are saving on the costs of upgrading the 
network.    

Richard 
W OTH 

06 Dec 
2017 0 0 
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I understand why SAPN want to limit export to 5kW per house. But 
beyond bringing in a rule that states that export must not exceed 
5kW, I don't understand why anything else is required. I think I (and 
any resident) should be able to have any number of panels, with any 
size inverter and any size battery (with its own inverter if required) - 
as long as the export to the grid is limited to 5kW. I'm pretty sure 
there is a function within inverters these days to clip the energy 
exported to the grid to a set amount, that doesn't cost a few 
hundred dollars as suggested in the 3rd solution above. Correct me 
if I'm wrong. 
 

Hi Kirrilie, thanks for your comment.  
 
You are correct that many modern inverters have an export 
limiting function, and this can allow more panels, inverters 
and even a battery to be installed without breaching export 
limitations. However, this configuration requires an extra 
meter to be installed in the meter box to measure how 
much power is being imported or exported by the 
household. This extra meter and the work to install it can 
add a few hundred dollars to the customer's solar system 
costs.  
 
Regards - the Talking Power team 

 
 Kirrilie 

06 Dec 
2017 0 0 

this is a limited view only looking at the power network or self-
protection 1 . Insulation scheme - make homes warmer in winter 
and colder in summer by control of air exchange - give grants for 
work and this will do two things reduce usage and increase home 
values 2. BER - Ratings A building energy rating is a rating on the 
overall energy efficiency of a building (residential or commercial). 
The rating is similar to the energy label on your fridge and is 
denoted on scale of A to G, with A1 being the most energy efficient 
and G being the least energy efficient. BER Certificate. example 
https://www.seai.ie/energy-ratings/building-energy-rating-ber/ 3. 
this is only a topic as prices are so large thus the cost to change 
makes it worthwhile yet when you have the energy it still goes out 
the windows and doors as homes in Australia don’t have a building 
rating which would also control value The market is currently 
running the solar boom and a limit of 5KWH can be overcome by a 3 
phase connection which is cheap to get done. Stop just looking at 
South Australia as you won’t get the answer engage an expert in 
building and energy just like me who has no vested interest in 
Australia as I am an international guest  

Davidcoe
n  

07 Dec 
2017 0 0 

from the options, option 3 seems to be the best option but with 
some of option 2 mixed in smartly. the problem is more the ad-hoc 
blanket rules.  
if 1 or more areas are experiencing a problem of over voltage and 
others under voltage then the same solutions and rules shouldn't be 
applied.  
there needs to be some guideline rules for all with restrictions in 
certain areas if there's problems until the investment in an upgrade 
might make more sense, and then lift the restrictions. this could be 
done with a blanket max export of say 10kVA per phase for all of 
state and then lower limits in certain areas. 
the investment in network assets could be justified if say 100 users 

paulandr
ew 

08 Dec 
2017 0 0 
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wanted to export more but not if only 10 did. harder to manage but 
we need to be thinking and using energy smarter 

I'm not an expert but have heard about the inverter limiting exports 
and I know that Fronius do this. you could have an 8kW inverter 
with say 10kW of panels and set the inverter to limit exports to 
5kW. this encourages more personal local energy production and 
use and more reliable output without too much of a voltage 
problem on the local network 

paulandr
ew 

08 Dec 
2017 0 0 

I hope you have seen the article on this on Renew Economy  
websiteIt sums up the problems and the opportunities as rooftop 
solar grows. Overall there is a huge opportunity - and one that can 
lessen the load on the network if done right.So I was very pleased to 
see that the broader questions and possible solutions are being 
raised. With the need for electric vehicles (we HAVE to de-
carbonise) and other things there should be plenty of need and 
room for more rooftop solar. You are right to be concerned but we 
need to encourage this investment into share and distributed power 
generation.  Here is the link:http://reneweconomy.com.au/rooftop-
solar-australias-greatest-opportunity-greatest-risk-86420 

Richard 
W OTH 

08 Dec 
2017 0 0 
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Forum 2 - Outage communications discussion 
 
Participation: 

• 8 people contributed  

• 9 comments 

• 2 votes 
 
Question 

What are the characteristics of a sustainable supply of energy in SA?  

View our new film and share your thoughts in the forum discussion below. 

Feedback 
 
SMS considered the best outage communication tool. 
 
Suggested improvements to SMS service include: 

• Allow SMS replies 

• More info provided on outage cause 

• Support registration of more than one number per household 

• Improve accuracy of information provided. 
 

Full comments 

Outage communications discussion forum Author Posted  Agree Disagree 

Agree with the comments preceding this post. 
SMS/email is the best way to notify of a disruption to power, I have 
received these on my mobile phone in the past.  However, I always 
find them amusing when I’m home as I know the power has been 
disrupted long before receiving the notification. 
What would be very useful is knowledge of the cause for the 
disruption, as this will provide some insight into the possible length 
of the disruption.  The explanation can be simple, storm damage, 
fallen tree, motor vehicle accident, vandalism to infrastructure, wire 
damage, bushfire in location, etc. 
Accurate information on the expected length of time for power 
restoration would be very useful.  Past notifications always indicate 
a long period of time, if the disruption is going to be a long time, I 
would need to put in place alternative arrangements, particularly for 
refrigerated goods.  The earlier I know this the sooner I can set 
things up. 
Frequently power has been restored and notifications advising of 
the power disruption with expected restoration time are still being 
sent.  Ensure the correct notifications are being sent out. 

But how can we the consumer communicate with SA Power 
networks? The current SMS/email notifications cannot be replied to, 
perhaps include a means for enabling consumer replies.  Remember 
we don’t have power to access your website and waste battery time 
searching for a contact phone number, when the power is off, I use 
my mobile phone sparingly to preserve battery life, in case I have an 
emergency. 

Jay9 
26 Nov 
2017 0 0 

https://youtu.be/oxabmEqXu0M
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SMS is good - and progress reports are very helpful - especially if you 
have unexpected delays in power coming back on. 
Transparency and clarity is always helpful. 

Richard 
W OTH 

06 Dec 
2017 0 0 

Should be able to register more than one SMS address for a 
household. 

Richard 
W OTH 

06 Dec 
2017 0 0 

 

 

Forum 3 - How reliable is your electricity supply? 

 
Participation: 

• 4 people contributed  

• 4 comments 
 
Question 

How can SA Power Networks ensure an adequate and reliable supply of energy? 

• Share your ideas and experience in the discussion forum below.  
• Don't forget to tell us where you live! 

We visited Mylor, Aldgate and Adelaide CBD earlier this year and spoke to some locals on their 

electricity reliability experience. Here is what they had to say. View film here. 

Feedback 

Themes referenced: 

• Modern electricity provider/system should detect faults automatically 

• Prefer to text/call when power goes down and save on infrastructure/bills 

• Some regional locations have limited phone/radio network to report faults 

Full comments 

How reliable is your electricity supply?  Author Posted  Agree Disagree 

A modern and technology aware power provider should be able to 
tell when a system or section goes down. You shouldn't need us to 
tell you, you should already know that something is wrong. ilox 

18 Sep 
2017 0 0 

Modern tech cost money, do you want your bill to go up even more, 
to fund this idea. It's not hard to make a phone call to report it. Kat 

19 Sep 
2017 0 0 

I agree with Kat, I work in the energy and technology sector, I would 
far rather pay (not that I do pay) to send a text message to my 
provider or make a phone call than have them amortise a couple of 
hundred dollars in tech per house and a few million dollars at the 
office across my bill. Aaron 

22 Sep 
2017 0 0 

I work in the more remote part of the state and they’re not a huge 
amount of phone service (mobile) or radio networks for that matter 
I often have people ring me to report a fault which I pass on 

moose10
69 

04 Oct 
2017 0 0 

  

https://youtu.be/2gZCxrwbBYo
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Forum 4 - Network of the future discussion 
 
Participation: 

• 10 people contributed   

• 3 comments  

• 11 votes 
 

Forum question 

What are the characteristics of a sustainable supply of energy in SA?  

View our new film and share your thoughts in the forum discussion below. 

Feedback 

Comments included: 

• Consumers looking for alternative, independent energy solutions eg solar panels and 
battery 

• Like to see is a non-profit co-operative set up that solar panel owners can join and as 
one entity collectively bid in the energy market so we can get a fair price for our 
generated KWH 

• People that rent can’t afford to own solar 

• Are there going be less jobs by changing the electricity system? 

• Top up home generated & supported by battery storage needs to be explored   

• More charging points needed around the State.   
 

Full comments 

Network of the future discussion forum Author Posted  Agree Disagree 

I am deeply suspicious of any energy provider and strongly suspect 
that they do not have my best interests at heart.  I was an early 
adopter of solar panels and saw how energy providers and 
government demonized solar panel owners as causing the price rises 
in electricity - I've seen how government and media   jumped on the 
anti-renewables band wagon when   the SA blackout occurred which 
had nothing to do with the energy source.  And I have seen how 
energy providers are panicking over how they can maintain their 
income as consumers look for alternative, independent energy 
solutions eg solar panels and battery.    
 
What I'd like to see is a non-profit co-operative set up that solar 
panel owners can join and as one entity collectively bid in the 
energy market so we can get a fair price for our generated KWH.      pgpete 

31 Aug 
2017 7 0 

I glad we are considering multi methods of energy generation. 
Having the grid in such a fashion to top up home generated & 
supported by battery storage needs to be explored.   I understand 
that while at present I can feed my solar contributions into the grid, 
when there is a power blackout that power source can't be accessed 
for personal use.  
 
Before electric cars can be widely used, we need more charging Linda  

31 Aug 
2017 3 0 

https://youtu.be/oxabmEqXu0M
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points around the state.  Friends have just purchased a fully electric 
car but can't drive it beyond the metro area as limited charging 
points are available.  

They forget a lot when doing things like this, people that rent will 
never have solar. the people that cant afford to own solar. so what 
I'm saying is this the government haven't got it correct first with the 
concession rates for low income earners. I get it and all they can do 
now is up the supply charge to customers if the companies are used 
to x amount of money then someone put up solar to save money 
then the poor people have to foot the bill and the supply charge 
goes up. the other thing missing in this information is are there 
gonna be less jobs or more created by changing the system. are we 
just getting rid of fuel stations and replace with power on the pump 
will this increase or decrease jobs? what about the maintenance and 
the requirement to keep all this working without problems.  Kat 

19 Sep 
2017 1 0 
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2.4 Map tool  
 

Participation summary 

Actions  Participation 

Maps 3 

Visitors 223 

Contributors 47 

Pins 65 

 

Map 1 – Map your reliability 
 

Participation: 

• 41 contributors 

• 48 pins placed 

44 pins were placed in locations within an hour’s drive of central Adelaide. Two pins were placed in 

the Riverland and one was placed in Whyalla and Mount Gambier. 

 

Question 

Find your home or business on the interactive map, select a pin and answer the following questions: 

How would you rate the reliability of electricity supply to your home or business? 

Feedback 

• 48 people placed a pin (primarily in urban zones) 

• 72% of respondents rated their reliability at good or excellent. 

1 
(extremely 

poor) 

2  
(poor) 

3 
(neutral) 

4  
(good) 

5 
(excellent) 

4% 14% 10% 44% 28% 

 

Comments received from people who felt reliability was poor to extremely poor: 
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• Power reliability is not good at all here. Average of one outage, lasting at least 24 hours each 

time, per month in the last year. Results are loss of food from fridges/freezers requiring 

replacement expense or insurance claim (excess expense). Loss of use of pumps for water 

supply for this length of time not good at all. It is common for people in this area to have a 

generator of some sort to keep up at least some supply of power. (Inglewood) 

• So many power outages I bought a generator. With NBN, no power means no phone too. 
Shopping for a battery system for the solar panels. (Williamstown) 

• Late last year, reliability was exceptionally poor, although has stabilised since.  There were 4 

outages in a single 7-day period alone, ranging from State-wide to localised.  (Blackwood) 

• We have frequent outages, some of which are on only 1 or 2 phases. (Hazelwood Park) 

• For the price we pay, 3 lengthy outages a year is unacceptable. Why aren't the cables placed 

underground? This could have been linked to the NBN rollout. (Morphett Vale) 

• I've never lived anywhere else that experiences so many blackouts - they are relatively short 

and usually on weekends when I'm not home, but, it's a surprise. Previously I've lived at 

Angle Vale, Norwood and Golden Grove and outages were maybe one a year. On Hancock 

Road Tea Tree Gully, I'd say there would be between 6 and 10 a year. (Tea Tree Gully) 

Comments received from people who felt reliability was neutral: 

• The State-wide blackout risked the existence of our whole industry and it was many days 
before we had enough generation to recover the plant.  The price of electricity is an extreme 
problem too. (Whyalla) 

• Reliability appears to be affected not by adverse conditions but infrastructure faults at very 
odd times. (Fairview Park) 

• Power is reliable until there’s a black out which happens too often for 2017 in Australia. 
(Valley View) 
 

Comments received from people who felt reliability was good to excellent: 

• Considering we are at the end of the line it is fairly stable (Mount Pleasant) 

• Extremely reliable electricity supply in this area. (Prospect) 

• Generally fine (Hawthorndene) 

• In the 4yrs I have lived here we have had a few blackouts due too bad weather and storms - 

we also get occasional flickering also (Murray Bridge) 

• Infrequent outages, majority being in summertime when it should be most reliable due to 

adverse health affects of heat. If this question was about summertime only, then I would 

have answered 2 or 3 as outages seem to be more frequent in summer. (Para Hills) 

• In our first 18 months living here, we've already seen more extended outages and minor 

(sub 10 second) interruptions than 11 years at the previous address. 

• Running a small home office at this address, we installed 3 UPSs for each of our computers, 

and a backup generator to provide continuity of work and reduce data loss. 

• Most of the time it is pretty good. in extreme weather we have been without power a few 

times last year with updated not being accurate. (Manningham) 

• Only a few outages a year, usually quickly resolved. (Bowden) 

• Power outages at former home address were rare. (Flinders Park) 

• Power supply is consistent with unplanned outages limited to a 1-2 hour time frame 

generally. (Wynn Vale) 

• Reliability appears to be affected not by adverse conditions but infrastructure faults at very 
odd times. (Fairview Park) 
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• Power outages interrupt the office 4 or 5 times per year. At least once per year the outage is 
considerable (>2 hours long). 

• The power has been reliable over the past few years, with minimal outages; the only 

significant outage being the state-wide transmission outage. (Woodville North) 

• We very rarely how power outages... occasional storm... but very rare 

Thank You :)  touch wood!!! (Renmark) 

• Usually pretty good. Occasional power outage (Seaford Rise) 

• Usually pretty reliable. Occasional power outage (Seaford Rise) 

 

Map 2 – Map your communications experience 
 

Participation: 

• 6 contributors 

• 6 pins placed 

5 pins were placed in locations within metro Adelaide and one was placed in Whyalla. 

 

Question 

How would you rate SA Power Networks’ communications during unplanned power outages? 

Find your home or business on the interactive map, select a pin and rate your outage 

communications experience. 

Feedback 

• 6 people placed a pin (primarily in urban zones) 

• 50% of respondents rated their outage communications as good.  

1  
(extremely poor) 

2  
(poor) 

3  
(neutral) 

4  
(good) 

5  
(excellent) 

0% 17% 33% 50% 0% 

 

Comments received from people who felt reliability was poor: 
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• Usually adequate but during the December 2016 outage that ran for 5 for days 

communication was very poor. Inaccurate and misleading and potentially dangerous. 

Hopefully this will not occur again.  

Comments received from people who felt reliability was neutral: 

• Haven't noticed the outages lately (have been away at the time). But seems a little too often 

currently. (North Adelaide) 

• If the power is out, the computer and phone are also out. The only option is for a txt/SMS 

and pray the mobile isn't flat...really not good enough. (Redwood Park) 

 
Comments received from people who felt reliability was good: 

• Generally good. Useful information and usually on time. Of course the estimation to 

completion of repairs and power restoration is often wrong but this is to be expected. (Carey 

Gully) 

• Statewide Blackouts and Load Shedding are unacceptable.  The last Statewide blackout 

risked my employer and the whole city. (Whyalla) 

• Normally very good but sometimes you miss single-phase outages and your estimated 

restoration times are always optimistic. (Hazelwood Park) 

 

Map 3 – Map your future network 
 

Participation: 

• 11 contributors 

• 11 pins placed 

10 pins were placed in locations within metro Adelaide and one was placed in Mount Barker. 

 

Question 

Do you have solar PV, household battery, smart meter, wind turbine or an electric vehicle? Would 

you like to in future?  

Find your home or business on the interactive map, select a pin and complete a short survey. 

 

Feedback 
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What people have: 

• 9 solar PV 

• 2 smart meters 

• 1 electric vehicle 

What people would like to have: 

• 10 battery 

• 6 electric vehicle 

• 5 smart meter 

• 2 solar PV 

• 2 wind turbine 

Comments received: 

• Electric vehicle costs too high to purchase for us, and although wind turbine to supplement 

solar would be nice not even sure if that is possible. (Mount Barker) 

• I am a rental with Solar. I wish to have battery back-up so I am using more of my own power 

rather than feeding it back and then purchasing it at a higher rate. My landlord has 

mentioned possibly getting the battery. Also, I think the powerlines need to go 

underground. (redwood park) 

• I have a timer so that I charge the car during the middle of the day while the solar panels are 

exporting power. (Glenelg South) 

• Heritage listed building, so solar panels are not an option at this stage. But I will have an 

electric vehicle in 2 yrs, and have room on the property for batteries if there was a smart 

grid or community scheme to make it worthwhile. (Parkside) 

• Looking for Battery Storage at home and have asked the local Federal Senator to consider 

Government Funding (O’Halloran Hill) 

• We have been in our house for 50 years and have a one kw solar system and enjoy the 

maximum rebate for power we return to the grid. (Dernancourt) 

• I consider myself to be an early-ish adopter of energy efficient design and technology - still 

have ETSA information sheet on energy efficient housing design for 1982.  My expectation is 

that in 3 or 4 years I will move to extra solar, batteries and an electric car. (Blackwood) 

• Looking forward to getting RE but in apartment block at moment - perhaps we can get PV 

(on top of carports?) and battery storage for building? (North Adelaide) 

• We installed solar panels 4 years ago to offset our energy usage and make our house a little 

greener. 

• Interested in expanding our solar system (possibly including a battery) if it makes sense.  

Would love to get an EV in the next few years to reduce our environmental impact. 

I believe there should be a greater emphasis placed on being more efficient with energy, 

since little is heard of this and there aren't many incentives. (Blackwood) 

• Small (1.5kW) system on roof of home extension. Space for additional future PV upgrades 

(Flinders Park) 
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2.5 Q&A tool 
 

The Q&A tool allows people to ask questions, with responses functioning as a self-populating FAQ.  

Participation summary 

Actions  Participation 

Visitors 71 

Questions 11 

Contributors 9 

Publicly answered 6 

Privately answered 5 

 

Full list of questions and answers are provided below. 

 

I have bought 3 solar systems at different sites, and each time it has taken months to get the import 

only meter changed an import-export meter. I was told that work load was heavy. That is a poor 

excuse as this is over a long period of time, so why don't you have more people doing this work? 

Steve at 27 Nov 2017, 06:12 PM 

Hi Steve, we acknowledge customers did experience delays during some periods due to the 

volume of bookings for installation. These rose dramatically in two periods prior to closures 

of specific government schemes, and we responded by recruiting and training more staff.  

For your information, from 1 December 2017, following regulator-initiated changes in the 

electricity rules, we are no longer responsible for meter installs – this role has been handed to 

retailers.  

Regards - the Talking Power team 

 

Why aren't there more incentives and subsidies to help people use electricity more efficiently 

around the home, and therefore use less? It has been shown that it is much cheaper, easier & 

simpler to use less energy by such measures rather than continue to live the same way we do. 

Australia is way behind the rest of the world when it comes to such things. 

Brett D at 06 Dec 2017, 07:41 PM 

 

Hi Brett, 

there are range of initiatives established by government to encourage energy efficiency. This 

includes the State REES scheme which has funded retailers to assist people to make simple 

changes to reduce their energy use, including providing more efficient light bulbs; and State 

schemes aimed at improving housing construction and ensuring more efficient appliances are 

made available in Australia.  
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The Commonwealth Government is involved in improving the minimum performance of 

equipment, including lighting, refrigeration, hot water heating, stand-by supply and the like.   

Improved efficiency has been a contributor to a significant flattening/reduction in electricity 

energy usage (along with the growth of roof top solar in some regions and a slowing of 

manufacturing demand). 

Regards - the Talking Power team 

 

if I wish to disconnect from the mains would I still be charged for service to the property 

myaccount at 25 Oct 2017, 09:29 AM 

Good afternoon, 

Should you request disconnection there will be a charge for that work. However, once we 

disconnect you from mains supply, you would not be charged for a distribution service to 

your property.  

You may wish to consider a range of other issues before going ahead with disconnecting 

from the grid: 

Check your retailer to determine whether there is an exit clause in your contract with them – 

a contract exit payment may be required. 

By disconnecting from the distribution network, you will not be able to export any excess 

energy you generate (the energy that you are unable to use or store). 

By disconnecting you will not have access to mains supply should your in-house system fail, 

or there are extended weather conditions that reduce the energy you generate below your 

level of energy use. 

Should your circumstances change and you request reconnection to the network, you may be 

charged for a reconnection, depending on the circumstances. 

Regards - the talking Power team. 

 

Why are we still using unsustainable fossil fuels that destroy the planet!? 

yvonneg at 18 Sep 2017, 10:56 AM  

Hi YvonneG. Thanks for your question. 

Australia is undertaking a transition from reliance on fossil fuels for energy generation. The 

pace of that transition is dependent on government policy, retirement of fossil fuel 

generation facilities and private and or public investment in renewable sources of 

generation.  

SA Power Networks is an electricity distributor and not directly involved in electricity 

generation. We are seeking to ensure the network of substations, poles and wires that we 

manage is able to support what we believe will be an increasing share of renewable and 

distributed generation sources, including rooftop solar. 
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Regards - the Talking Power team 

 

SA Power networks has been talking since 1999 about supplying smart meters to residential 

properties. What has happened? 

Newman at 18 Sep 2017, 07:17 PM  

Hi Newman.  

As per our response to a similar question received earlier - there is no plan in South Australia 

to roll out smart metres en masse. This occurred in Victoria due to a government-initiated 

program managed by electricity distributors in that State.  

From December 2017, under national policy changes, energy retailers will become 

responsible for installation of all new meters. As such, installation of smart meters will be 

dependent on customer preference and market competition. 

Regards - the Talking Power team. 

 

When will smart meters be rolled out en-masse? 

vjet707 at 18 Sep 2017, 10:39 AM  

Thanks for your question!  

 

At this stage, there is no plan in South Australia to roll out smart metres en masse. This 

occurred in Victoria due to a government-initiated program managed by electricity 

distributors in that State.  

From December 2017, under national policy changes, energy retailers will become 

responsible for installation of all new meters. As such, installation of smart meters will be 

dependent on customer preference and market competition. 

 

 

If I wish to disconnect from the mains would I still be charged for service to the property 

myaccount at 25 Oct 2017, 09:29 AM 

 

Should you request disconnection there will be a charge for that work. However, once we 

disconnect you from mains supply, you would not be charged for a distribution service to 

your property.  

You may wish to consider a range of other issues before going ahead with disconnecting 

from the grid: 

1. Check your retailer to determine whether there is an exit clause in your contract with 
them – a contract exit payment may be required. 
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2. By disconnecting from the distribution network, you will not be able to export any 
excess energy you generate (the energy that you are unable to use or store). 

3. By disconnecting you will not have access to mains supply should your in-house 
system fail, or there are extended weather conditions that reduce the energy you 
generate below your level of energy use. 

4. Should your circumstances change and you request reconnection to the network, you 
may be charged for a reconnection, depending on the circumstances. 

 
Regards – the Talking Power team 

 

Privately answered 

 

Since all your discussion forums seems to be 'closed'. How do SA Power Networks think we feel, 

when back in the late 1960's parents agreed to have 26 power poles on our farm (which are often a 

bit of a nuisance when cropping etc and you have to drive thru a crop to get to them). Then lots of 

years later you start CHARGING us nearly $1,000 / year to have power supplied here when you have 

paid us NOTHING to have all those power poles here for all those years WHILE you collect all the 

power payments not only from our farm but all the others onwards from our farm's power lines 

supplying their farms. It was OK that we did not get paid for having these poles when we weren't 

being charged for the privilege BUT it's certainly a different story now! You, yourselves would not be 

happy with this arrangement IF it was your farm either. What can be done about this? I reckon you 

should, at least, be exempting us from the service charge for the privilege of you having all those 

poles here. This needs serious consideration as soon as possible! 

wrayhelen at 05 Nov 2017, 06:53 PM 

Hi Helen. Thank you for your question.  

To help us provide an appropriate answer, we need a little more information. Can you please 

confirm the details of the power lines you are discussing? 

Are they transmission lines (ie with the tall steel-lattice towers) 

Is it a SWER (single wire earth return) line on Stobie poles running across your property to 

another property (and not connecting to your property (home, sheds etc)? 

Or are the poles part of the connection to your property (home, sheds etc)? 

Regards - the Talking Power team 

*Field services staff in Mount Gambier area spoke to Helen in detail about her issues as a follow up. 

 

Multiple queries from Newman, handled in one repsonse: 

1 - On my energy supplier's website they advertise to use Off Peak electricity and connect the 
washing machine/dryer/dishwasher to the Controlled Load after hours. I have a separate single 
phase Off Peak meter for hot water and heat banks. Is this Off-Peak electricity available for 
connecting the washing machine/dryer & dishwasher in South Australia. 
2 - He has two meters for off peak. How can he use a timer to runs his washing machine and dryer 
during off peak? 
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3 - He has a number of heat banks on his property (not sure what sort). He doesn’t know if these 
make much of a difference to his energy and is wondering if he should get rid of them. 
 

Many Retailers are national and offer different options in different states. The customer 
needs to ensure that this Retailer is referring to what they are prepared to offer in S.A.  From 
a Network perspective, Off Peak Controlled load (OPCL) is an optional partner tariff 
component used to control permanently installed hot water services and other appliances 
(including electric vehicles and battery chargers up to 32A), during off peak times between 
23:00-07:00 hours Central Standard Time (CST). Operation anywhere within this window is 
permitted based on the customer’s requirements but with a randomised start time. Where 
multiple appliances are connected to a single phase of the OPCL circuit, eg hot water, EV 
batteries, battery storage and under-floor heating, only one appliance can operate at a time 
on that phase. A solar sponge version is also available between 10:00-15:00 hours CST.  

Based on the answer to question 1 above, the OPCL component relates to hot water and 
DER (Distributed Energy Resources…eg Batteries, Elec Vehicles). The network component of 
the tariff for OPCL doesn’t apply to general household items like lighting, TV’s, dryers etc..his 
Retailer can offer him any billing arrangement and time of use product they like with any 
pricing they like, this won’t alter the Network component of the tariff (i.e. about 26% of his 
bill) which the Retailer will still have to pay to SAPN. 

We can’t really respond without knowing his specific information and his usage pattern for 
the heat banks, the question is unfortunately a little too generic to provide any advice with 
substance.  

Cheers 

Paul Erwin 

Manager Customer Services 

 

Why is there a large pricing barrier for councils to transition to LED public lighting? 

67farnham at 18 Sep 2017, 08:16 PM 

Hi, 

SA Power Networks has been working with a significant group of councils to develop 

comprehensive arrangements to transition street lights to LEDs. These arrangements give 

councils various options for funding installation of LED lights and their maintenance that best 

suits their needs. By the end of 2017 we expect to have commitments with eight councils for 

installation of 50,000 LEDs, or about a quarter of the entire fleet of lights that we manage in 

SA, so we are getting on with transitioning to LEDs.  

Regards - the Talking Power team 

 

We are now living in a digital age and security of our home is also an issue with many of us living 

behind locked gates to restrict access. I have been informed by my Retailer that Power Networks SA 

will not accept a digital photo of the meter , when it has not been able to obtain an Actual meter 

read. They will use an estimated reading based 12 months previous figures. Other utility suppliers 

accept a photo showing the NMI of the meter and the clock face figures. It is unacceptable to give a 
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reading date of +/-2 days to allow access. Don't even suggest supplying a key for access! It is time to 

bring the organisation up to date and move with the times and save time and money. 

Newman at 19 Sep 2017, 11:28 PM  

Thanks for your question Newman. 

We understand what you are saying in regard to times changing and the potential for more 

efficient forms of data collection, particularly the capability of smart meters to be read 

remotely.  

Much of how metering is conducted is based on regulated requirements established under 

the National Electricity Rules. We are not aware of any electricity distributor who accepts 

digital photos, but we are aware some retailers will accept customer reads.  

The +/-2 day meter reading cycle reflects regulatory requirements that are aimed at ensuring 

cost efficiency, as metering costs currently are shared across all customer bills. Annually we 

conduct about four million meter reads, so even small increases in the costs of each read 

would have a big impact on meter charges.  

We do have an option for customers who want to make a booking via their retailer for a 

meter read in a more specific time frame (morning 8-12 or afternoon 12-4), but this does 

incur an extra charge of about $15.  

Finally, there are changes to metering arrangements that take effect from 1 December that 

will give customers the choice to source meter and meter reading services via their retailer. 

We suggest you talk to your retailer about this. In doing so, make sure you clarify any 

charges your retailer has for providing the service. 

Regards - the Talking Power team 

 

So I've put 5kw solar system on my house to generate electricity for people who are home all day 

while I'm working what annoys me is that when I get home I have to by electricity from the grid what 

is my incentive again for creating this electricity? And don't tell the fees in Tarif because it isn't 

worth the initial outlay I did this for my retirement and now I'm still going to be getting electricity 

bills in retirement 

Ash brooks at 18 Sep 2017, 11:22 AM  

Thanks for your comment Ash. 

The output from your solar PV panels is available for your own in-house use during the day at 

a cheaper rate than you would pay your retailer for energy from the grid. Also, the export of 

any surplus energy you generate from your panels should draw a feed-in payment from your 

retailer (and also the government FiT scheme if you are eligible). 

If you want to save energy for use at a later time of the day, then you could consider getting 

a battery installed. With battery prices starting to fall, it might be worth discussing this 

option with your energy retailer, or an intermediary such as a solar PV/battery installer.  

You could also discuss the performance of your solar PV panels with your supplier to check 

they are performing as promised. 

Regards – the Talking Power team. 
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Is there a way that a training program could be developed and with that a registration & fee, for 

electrical contractors and electricians working under a contractor to be able to de-energise/pull 

service fuses for the purpose of upgrading a switchboard or replacement of a main switch only? 

RichensElectrical at 01 Sep 2017, 12:52 AM  

Hi RichensElectrical - 

Apologies for the delay in our response. At this point in time all electrical contractors need to 

request power isolation from SA Power Networks and we do not have a training course for 

electricians.  This request is done through our builders and contractors line and generally 

requires a REX request notification that also goes to the customers retailer. 

Regards - the Talking Power team. 

 

 
 

3. Summary 
 
Broad customer feedback, gathered through the Talking Power website, compliments other 
feedback received during the Phase 2 engagement, and will be considered in Phase 3 engagement 
and the development of the Draft 2020-25 Regulatory Proposal. 
 


